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Abstract—Fully polarimetric (FP) and compact polarimetry
(CP) modes are advanced technologies of synthetic aperture radar
(SAR). Compared to the parameters available from traditional
orthogonal backscatter coefficients, these technologies offer extra
parameters, called polarimetric parameters, that fully character-
izes the polarization status and the phase shift of the received
backscattered signal. They include a set of ratios and correla-
tion between co- and cross-polarization, with phase included, and
another set of total backscatter power (SPAN) decomposed into
power from each scattering mechanism (single-, multiple-, and
double-bounce). Recent studies have demonstrated the potential of
using polarimetric parameters in improving retrieval of snow and
sea ice information. This review paper presents a brief background
on polarimetric parameters available from the FP and CP modes
and highlights their uses in applications of sea ice classification,
concentration, surface features (rafting and ridging), new ice versus
open water identification, thickness of thin ice, and multiyear ice
surface discrimination between hummocks and melt pond. The
potential of using power from the three scattering mechanisms is
demonstrated in a few applications. Some information retrieved
using polarimetric data cannot be retrieved using conventional
SAR backscatter. This review concludes with a brief presentation
on operational use of SAR polarimetric data (FP and CP) in
operational ice monitoring programs.

Index Terms—Compact polarimetry (CP), full polarimetric
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), radar scattering mechanisms,
SAR applications, sea ice.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE transmitted signal from the synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) is polarized and coherent (definition of the polar-

ization of the electromagnetic wave is presented in Appendix
A). Early operational SAR systems transmitted linearly polar-
ized signal in horizontal (H) or vertical (V) polarization and
received the scattered signal in one of those polarization. Hence,
the received backscatter intensity was available from a single
polarization combination of transmit–received; e.g., HH, HV, or
VV. Such a single-channel system was found to be of limited
use in discriminating between different sea ice types or its
surface features [1], [2], [3], [4]. The next milestone in SAR
technology was the dual-polarization system. Here, the sensor
records the received signals with two polarization combinations,
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e.g., HH and HV. The extra polarization channel provides more
information to resolve ambiguities between ice types. Though
this system has improved the retrieval of sea ice information, it
did not fully resolve the ambiguity of the ice types and surface
composition. Further increase of the dimensionality of the data
have been identified as a requirement in several studies (e.g.,
[5], [6]). This call was answered through the development of
the fully polarimetric (FP) SAR system (also called quad-pol
mode).

In the FP system the antenna transmits alternating pulses
in the two orthogonal polarization and coherently receives the
complex backscattering signals (intensity and phase) in the four
polarization combinations HH, HV, VV, and VH. Therefore, the
return from each pixel is represented by a 2x2 matrix, called
scattering matrix. When the incident radar signal scatters off
the surface, the signal may be depolarized. The cause of the
depolarization is the multiple (random) bounce of the signal.
Obviously, this is linked to the radar interaction with surface
and volume properties of the observed scene.

Two sets of parameters can be obtained to characterize the
polarimetric behavior of the scattered signal (Appendix B). One
set is derived directly from elements of the scattering matrix and
the other from the decomposition of two matrices (coherency
and covariance) constructed from vector expressions comprised
of elements of the scattering matrix. The second set includes
measurements of power from each scattering mechanisms (see
Section II). All polarimetric parameters can be used to enhance
the classification of sea ice and retrieval of ice properties and
surface features. However, some of those parameters are not
independent (see Section III).

The FP system has become available onboard the Japanese
L-band ALOS-1 PALSAR (2006–2011) and ALOS-2 PALSAR-
2 (2014–), the Argentinian SAOCOM-1 (2018–), the Ger-
man TerraSAR-X, and the accompanied TanDEM-X (2007–)
though they are offered as science missions only. The Cana-
dian RADARSAT-2 (2007–), the Japanese ALOS-2 PALSAR-2
(2014–), the Argentinian SAOCOM-1 (2018–), and the In-
dian RISAT-1 (2012–2017) satellites offer the CP mode
as well.

While the FP SAR mode offers full polarimetric information
about the radar target, its swath is too small (a few tens of kilome-
ters) to be considered useful for sea ice operational monitoring.
In order to achieve a wide swath coverage with polarimetric
information, the compact polarimetric (CP) mode was proposed
[7]. It can operate in a swath width ranging from few kilometers
(StripMap or Spotlight) up to 500 km (ScanSAR). Therefore, it
carries a potential to be the prime data source for sea ice opera-
tional monitoring. The concept and applications from this mode
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are reviewed in [8]. Theoretical background about the CP mode
and its polarimetric parameters are presented in Appendix C.

Just like the dual-polarization SAR, the CP mode trans-
mits one polarization and receives backscatter in two polar-
izations. The difference, however, resides in the polarization
of the transmitted pulses. The CP transmits circular (right or
left) polarization and coherently receives backscatter from the
two orthogonal polarizations. For example, the SAR antenna
on the RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM) includes a
CP mode, which transmits right circular polarized signal (R)
and receives the scattered signal in the two linear orthogonal
polarizations H and V; hence, it offers scattering observations
with RH and RV polarization combinations. This allows con-
struction of polarization information similar but not as complete
as the information from the FP mode. Techniques for retrieving
polarimetric parameters from the CP mode are presented in [9].
A few parameters have similar meaning as of the corresponding
FP mode parameters.

A critical comparison between FP mode from RARADSAT-2
and simulated CP SAR is provided in [10]. The study con-
cluded that the FP should remain the choice if high quality of
cross-polarization return is the priority. Assessment of CP data
from spaceborne SAR for sea ice is presented in [11]. In [12],
a suite of environmental applications using simulated CP data
is presented, and in [13] 23 parameters, also from simulated CP
data, are evaluated for their potential applications for sea ice
type discrimination.

A recent review on using the FP mode, yet without addressing
the use of the scattering mechanisms, is presented in [15].
Another review that covers methods of sea ice classification
from SAR data, including polarimetric data, is presented in
[16]. Coverage of SAR polarimetry technology can be found
in [17], [18], and [19]. This review paper includes a summary
of derived parameters from the FP and CP modes, description
of radar scattering mechanisms from sea ice, and examples
of applications to estimate ice types, thickness, and surface
features. Advantages of using these two modes, compared to
traditional SAR data, are highlighted. An early review of SAR
polarimetry for sea ice applications is presented in [14].

Section II introduces the three possible scattering mecha-
nisms from sea ice and Section III introduces SAR polarimetric
parameters. Section IV addresses the concept of age-based
versus SAR-based ice classification. Section V demonstrates
advantages of using the FP SAR in ice type classification,
surface feature retrieval, and thin ice thickness estimation.
Section VI summarizes studies on modelling power from scat-
tering mechanisms, while Section VII presents a brief account on
sea ice applications of CP data. Section VIII shows two possible
visualization approaches of polarimetric data in operational sea
ice monitoring. Finally, Section IX concludes the article.

II. SAR SCATTERING MECHANISMS IN RELATION TO PHYSICS

OF SEA ICE

The sea ice regime usually encompasses the following major
categories: open water (OW), young ice (YI), first-year ice
(FYI), and multiyear ice (MYI). These categories are set by the

Fig. 1. Radar backscatter mechanisms from a few configurations of sea ice.
(a), (b) and (c) show surfaces that trigger single-bounce scattering, (d) represents
double-bounce scattering from a ridge and (e), (f), and (g) represent multiple-
bounce scattering from heavily deformed surface (e), subsurface layer of MYI
(f) and dendritic interface when the ice is thin enough (g).

World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Surface deforma-
tion is usually associated with YI and FYI. Radar scattering from
sea ice may take the form of one or more of the following three
mechanisms: single-bounce (SB) (also called surface- or odd-
bounce-scattering), double-bounce (DB), and multiple-bounce
(MB) (also called random- or volume-scattering). Different
ice types/surfaces are associated with different mechanisms as
shown in Fig. 1. SB is triggered by smooth or moderately rough
surface. The DB mechanism is activated when the signal is
bounced twice between two orthogonal surfaces acting as a
dihedral corner. High power from the MB mechanism is ob-
served when the incident wave undergoes many random bounces
between numerous scattering elements. Further explanation of
each mechanism in relation to ice types and surface features
follows. Typical values of power from the different mechanisms
for selected ice types/features are presented in the following
section.

The following discussions applies mainly to the C-band in-
teraction with sea ice surface but still largely true for the X-
and L-band. Practically speaking, SB scattering is generated
from smooth or rough but leveled (versus deformed) surfaces
of YI and FYI types. This means that the total power (SPAN)
is mainly composed of SB mechanism, which increases with
the roughness scale. The SB is also triggered by the OW sur-
face, regardless of its wind-driven roughness [20]. When the
water surface features gravity waves with wavelength of a few
centimeters under wind speed > 15 km/h, Bragg scattering is
triggered and this increases the SB power but does not invoke MB
mechanism [21]. The DB mechanism is likely to be generated
from ridges, raised edges of sea ice floes, rafted ice or edges of
icebergs or ice shelf. The MB scattering is generated from multi-
ple (random) bounces caused by heavily deformed surface with
many upturned ice blocks, a bubbly subsurface layer of the MYI
hummocks, or the dendritic ice/water interface of YI. The latter
situation occurs only with thin (new) ice when the radar signal
penetrates the entire ice thickness. Examples are shown using
color composite schemes from selected polarimetric parameters
in Section VIII.
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It is possible that a given ice surface may trigger more than
one scattering mechanism. For example, a ridged surface may
generate DB and MB scattering yet with different weights,
depending on the viewing angle of the sensor with respect to
the multifaceted arrangement of the ice blocks. The power from
the DB scattering is always much smaller than that from the
other two mechanisms, even when it is relatively high [20, Table
3]. Another example is the comparable scattering power of SB
and MB mechanisms from MYI. Switching between scattering
mechanisms during sea ice development is also possible. This
is demonstrated when the MB scattering diminishes and gives
rise to stronger SB scattering as thin ice thickens during its early
growth phase. It is also demonstrated through the refreezing
of the MYI surface during the fall transition season. Using
Rayleigh volume scattering theory, Beaven [22] modeled the
C-band scattering from MYI throughout the onset of surface
freeze-up in the fall. The study concluded that the dominant
scattering mechanism switched from SB to MB during that
period. This was manifested in σo

hv increase by 4–12 dB. Prior to
the refreezing, the flooded surface masks the subsurface bubbles
that trigger volume scattering. This means that evolution of σo

hv ,
entropy and the ratio of MB/SB power (see Appendix B for
definition) from a given ice floe can be used to mark the transition
of MYI to the new freezing season.

Obviously, the scattering mechanism from the same ice de-
pends on the wavelength and the incident angle of the radar
signal with respect to the dimensions and orientation of the
scattering elements. For example, the wavelength of the L-band
(15–30 cm) is much larger than the characteristic dimensions
of the scattering air bubbles within the MYI subsurface (a few
millimeters as shown in [23], hence the MB scattering tends
to be much smaller than the C-band (∼ 5.4 cm wavelength).
However, the scattering power from the L-band can be used to
differentiate between MYI and the heavily deformed ice [24].

MYI would exhibit surface scattering at L-band, while de-
formed ice exhibits volume scattering. This is not the case in
C-band, where both MYI and heavily deformed ice return almost
equal volume scattering power.

III. SAR POLARIMETRIC PARAMETERS

A set of polarimetric parameters is available from the FP
mode, and another set with similar meaning is available from the
CP mode. The two sets are addressed separately in the following
with more details given in Appendix B. Not all the parameters
within each set are independent as indicated in this section,
hence adding more parameters does not necessarily mean more
retrieved information.

For the FP mode, the polarization information implied in
the recorded backscatter is expressed using two sets of de-
rived parameters. The first encompasses polarimetric ratios and
coherence (PRC) between different channels, and the second,
called polarimetric decomposition parameters (PDP), are de-
rived from two second order matrices called coherency and
covariance. The two sets of parameters and the matrices are
presented in Appendix B. The PRCs are derived from elements
of the scattering matrix, which are complex numbers combining

the backscatter intensity and phase from different polarizations
states. This set includes the SPAN, which is the summation
of power from all polarization states. It is included in this set
although it is not a ratio. The PDPs, on the other hand, are derived
from decomposition of either the coherency or the covariance
matrices, both are generated from elements of the scattering
matrix. This set includes two subsets. The first encompasses
parameters derived from purely mathematical-based decom-
position approaches, such as the well-known Cloude–Pottier
decomposition [25]. This is based on the eigen decomposi-
tion of the coherency matrix, and leads to three widely used
parameters; the entropy (H), anisotropy (A) and alpha-angle
(α). These are proxy indicators of the scattering mechanisms.
The second subset encompasses a model-based decomposition
approach, such as the Yamaguchi decomposition [26], which
uses the covariance matrix. Herein, another three parameters
are derived. They are direct measurements of power associated
with the three scattering mechanisms; SB, DB, and MB; denoted
Ps, Pd, and Pv, respectively. Yamaguchi decomposition has an
extra parameter linked to the helix scattering, which is usually
observed in urban area. This parameter is ignored in sea ice
studies.

A few studies compiled databases of selected PRCs for sea ice
[27], [28], [29], [30] and even fewer studies compiled data from
PDPs [31], [32], [20]. In general, those datasets were acquired
on opportunity bases using spaceborne polarimetric SAR or
ground-based scatterometer systems. A comprehensive database
that encompasses values from different ice types with different
surface features is yet to be established. The challenge in this task
is the need for fully characterization of environmental and ice
conditions from a wide range of snow-covered sea ice during
radar data acquisition. Obviously, in situ field measurements
are required for this task. Given the intention to accelerate the
operational use of the CP SAR mode, it is hoped that such a
comprehensive database will be developed in the next few years.

The first and most comprehensive dataset of 20 selected PRC
and PDP parameters (derived from Cloude-Pottier, Yamaguchi,
and Touzi decompositions presented in Appendix B) from 3 sea
ice types: smooth FYI (SFYI), rough FYI (RFYI), and deformed
FYI (DFYI) in addition to wind-roughened open water were
compiled in [28]. Data were obtained from the FP mode on
RADARSAT-2, acquired over Parry Peninsula in Franklin Bay,
Western Arctic in April 2008. The study related some of those
parameters to physical characteristics of the surface through
field measurements and observations. Smaller databases were
compiled in [33] and [34]. However, none of those studies
examined correlations between PRC parameters, except for the
anticipated correlation between σo

hh and σo
vv. Some indications

of correlation between specific parameters for specific ice types
are apparent in the data in [30].

Values of PDPs from different ice types and water surface
are presented in [20] using 31 scenes of RADARSAT-2 FP
fine mode over Resolute Bay in the Canadian Arctic during
the period of September–December 2017. The study pointed
out a few rules that link the scattering mechanisms to sea
ice and water surfaces identification. For example, thin ice
of a few centimeters thickness instigates high MB scattering,
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which diminishes gradually as ice thickens in favor of higher
SB scattering. Deformed ice surface triggers high backscatter
intensity composing of SB, MB, and perhaps relatively high DB
in the presence of large deformed surface (upturned ice blocks).
Different scattering mechanisms are revealed from hummock
and melt pond surfaces (more on their physical characteristics
can be found in [35]). Hence, these two surfaces can be identified
based on examination of the power from the three scattering
mechanisms (see Section V-A). In addition, the ratio Pv/Ps can
be used to discriminate MYI from FYI and identify new ice [20].
When this ratio is calculated in dB, it is simply the arithmetic
difference of Pv minus Ps in dB.

Very few studies examined correlation between FP parameters
for sea ice application (e.g., [36]). Only PCR parameters may
show dependence or correlation within this set or with a few
parameters from the PDP set. On the other hand, all parameters
within the PDP set are independent as each parameter represent
different scattering process. For example, H andα (see Appendix
B) are independent because the former gives information about
the number of the scattering mechanisms, while the latter gives
information about the type of the mechanisms. Obviously, the
three scattering power parameters ps, pv , and pd are also inde-
pendent. However, their values may not uniquely identify the ice
or surface types. For example, Pv is equally high from new ice,
DFYI, and MYI. Recent ice history and climatic data should be
incorporated in the analysis to resolve this ambiguity.

As for the CP mode parameters, a database was compiled,
for the first time, for selected sea ice types in [37]. Twenty-six
parameters were simulated from RADARSAT-2 FP mode to
represent nine ice types covering all seasons over the Arctic
region. A comprehensive table showing regression models of
each parameter as a function of incidence angle for each ice
type is also presented in [37]. A unique feature of this study
is the development of four groups of correlated parameters
using Spearman’s rank correlation and relating the groups to
the scattering pattern from sea ice and water. This grouping was
used in [11] and [38]. This approach should be pursued when
testing a large set of polarimetric parameters since a few CP
parameters are possibly correlated and related to certain surface
or volume conditions [24], [39].

It would be appropriate to conclude this section with a note on
multifrequency FP airborne SAR systems, which have been used
in scientific sea ice research. The earliest system was NASA’s
airborne AIRSAR (P-, L-, and C-band) [40]. It operated between
1988 and 2004. Another system, operated by the Canada Center
for Remote Sensing in the late 1980s onboard Convair-580
aircraft, was used in a limited qualitative manner to identify
ice types during research field expeditions. The Danish dual-
frequency (L- and C-band) FP system (EMISAR), operated in
1990s and data were used in a limited number of studies for sea
ice classification [41]. The German DLR F-SAR system operates
in X-, C-, S-, and L-band. It was used to characterize sea ice in
the Davis Strait off the coast of Baffin Island [42].

Between the above-mentioned multifrequency FP systems,
AIRSAR was the most frequently used so far for ice classifica-
tion (see Section V). Selected PRC parameters; namely SPAN,
copolarization and cross-polarization ratios, phase difference,

and copolarization correlation coefficient were tested in [14].
So far, no multifrequency polarimetric SAR is available from a
single satellite platform. A few studies used coincident multifre-
quency data from different SAR platforms for ice classification
as presented in the next section. The potential for using multi-
frequency polarimetric data from multiplatform is promising as
more future polarimetric SAR systems with different frequen-
cies are scheduled for launch. Examples include the Japanese
L-band ALOS-4 (scheduled for launch by the end of 2023),
NASA-ISRO dual frequency (L- and S-band) NISAR system
(scheduled for launch in 2023), and ESA’s L-band ROSE system
(scheduled for launch in 2028).

IV. AGE-BASED VERSUS SAR-BASED SEA ICE

CLASSIFICATION

Traditional applications of SAR data for sea ice use backscat-
ter coefficient to map ice types according to “stage of devel-
opment” (SOD) categories set by WMO. [43]. These are ice-
age-based categories, which usually imply ice thickness. This
categorization, however, is problematic for SAR data because
the received backscatter is primarily sensitive to surface rough-
ness, subsurface composition of the snow and ice cover, and
dielectric constant, which is affected by ice salinity, temperature,
wetness, and snow metamorphism. None of those parameters is
uniquely related to the ice age or thickness. For this reason, SAR
backscatter intensity data can only be used as proxy indicators
of ice categories based on SOD. The most successful use of
SAR backscatter has been demonstrated in identifying MYI,
which triggers higher backscatter compared to other SOD-based
ice types because of its bubbly subsurface layer. However, the
backscatter can be equally high from deformed ice. Attempts to
resolve this ambiguity in identifying deformed ice are presented
in [15] and [44]. The power from scattering mechanism can also
be used to resolve this ambiguity as demonstrated in Section V.

Using SAR to its full potential for sea ice classification and
surface feature identification requires refrainment from forcing
the data to identify the unwarranted age-based discrimination
such as open water versus new ice, new versus young ice, thin
versus think FYI, grey versus grey-white ice, and second-year
versus multi-year ice. The overlap of the backscatter between
different ice types (and open water) stimulates the use of contex-
tual information and ancillary data of weather, climate, recent
ice history, and other remote sensing observations to support
the image analysis. When this information is incorporated in a
knowledge-based system to automate the classification [45] the
operational use of the system lacked the required robustness.

A better use of SAR data would be achieved by switching
from the SOD-based ice categorization to a SAR-based ice
categorization. The latter includes, for example, level versus
rough or deformed ice surface, annual versus perennial ice,
and bare versus snow-covered ice when snow metamorphoses.
SAR-based categorization has not been thoroughly explored
using the traditional backscatter coefficient data. Given the extra
observations available from the FP and CP SAR modes, more ef-
fort should be dedicated to develop a SAR-based categorization.
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This will particularly benefit from the scattering mechanisms
from ice types and surface features.

When power from scattering mechanism is used, more rele-
vant SAR-based categories can be identified, which include the
following:

1) new ice versus open water;
2) thin new ice (nilas) within the young ice category;
3) hummock versus melt pond ice of MYI;
4) deformed (ridged) versus levelled or rough ice surface.
Examples that highlight those categories are included in the

following section. This endeavor should receive more attention
in future studies, given the increasing availability of spaceborne
CP data and the plans of their use in the operational ice moni-
toring programs.

V. RETRIEVAL OF SEA ICE PARAMETERS AND SURFACE

FEATURES

A. Sea Ice Classification

Early interest in SAR data for sea ice grew in the 1990s. It
was motivated by the need to develop a computer-assisted age-
based sea ice classification scheme to support the operational
ice monitoring. The earliest investigation of FP data for ice
classification was presented in [14] using NASA’s AIRSAR data.
The study showed clusters of OW, MYI and a few subcategories
of FYI data in a 2D feature space comprising the co-pol ratio
(Rhh/vv) and the standard deviation of the difference between
σo
hh and σo

vv returns. Only a potential for ice type classification
from that set was shown but the authors hinted to the possibility
of identifying thin ice using the FP mode, which was verified
in later studies. They also emphasized the importance of the
embedded phase information in the FP data, which appears in
the correlation between backscatter from different polarizations
(part of the PRC parameter set). Another study classified FYI
and MYI using a neural network technique applied to the same
AIRSAR data is presented in [46]

As SAR FP data became more available later from airborne
and spaceborne platforms, several studies explored the potential
of using the data in sea ice classification while applying different
classification approaches. The study in [47] investigated SAR
FP capability, obtained from the C-band onboard the space
shuttle SIR-C, in discriminating ice types using PDPs and the
complex Wishart classifier in an unsupervised classification
scheme. While no conclusive results were presented, the study
confirmed the advantage of increasing the amount of information
in initializing the minimum distance classification, especially
by adding σo

hh, σo
hh/σ

o
vv and the anisotropy (A). Another study

[48] tested several applications of an unsupervised segmentation
based on the Wishart distribution of FP airborne C- and L-band.
Results confirmed the domination of surface scattering from
all seasonal ice types, yet with presence of volume scattering
component. No statistical details of their ratio in relation to
the ice cover was presented. The study also confirmed, for the
first time, that the dihedral scattering (DB) rarely dominates
the received backscatter. The initialization of the segmentation
method with a scattering power proved to be an efficient step that
improved the results. That was also a first hint to the potential use

the scattering power available through the PDPs. In [49], Marino
et al. tried to separate different ice types in multidimensional
spaces using PRC parameters and the Wishart classifier using
the covariance matrix derived from FP data. In [50] Brekke et
al. used the polarization ratio with dielectric constant modeling
from a multifrequency polarimetric data (X-, C-, and L-band) to
detect oil spill in thin ice. While they found that the FP data (with
phase information) useful for discriminating the two surfaces,
the dual-polarization data (without the phase information) was
not useful for this purpose.

Polarimetric SAR from two airborne sensors, the Danish
EMISAR and NASA’s AIRSAR, acquired over the Greenland
Sea, Baltic Sea, and Beaufort Sea, were used in a hierarchical sea
ice classification scheme [15]. The use of the polarimetric phase
information was found to improve the classification only in the
case of thin ice types but not necessary for ice above 30 cm
thickness. In [51], Dabboor and Shokr used RADARSAT-2
FP data in the supervised Wishart classifier to classify OW,
smooth, rough, and deformed FYI in Franklin Bay, Canadian
western Arctic. They used the coherency matrix at each pixel
(spatial context information) with a new Bayes risk function
that can be minimized to obtain a Likelihood Ratio (LR). The
study showed the improved classification accuracy when LR is
incorporated into the classifier. In [52], six PRCs, obtained from
RADARSAT-2 FP data north of Svalbard are used in an auto-
mated segmentation and classification algorithm. The study used
various statistical distance measures to automatically assign
classes to the statistically nearest reference class. Classification
accuracy was found to depend on the incidence angle.

In [53], Ressel et al. examined the performance of a neural
network classifier based on polarimetric features derived from
TerraSAR-X data. Data from YI, smooth FYI, rough FYI and
OW were obtained north of Svalbard. The study found the SPAN
and other parameters based on the covariance matrix to be more
useful than eigenvalue decomposition-based parameters. Fea-
ture space composed of PDPs to classify ice types in the central
Greenland Sea from the ALOS PALSAR FP data are used in [54].
The study concluded that the target decomposition based on scat-
tering model can provide better capability to identify water and
sea ice, compared to eigenvalue H/α/A decomposition. PDPs
based on covariance matrix and coherency matrix decomposition
were ingested into a trained neural network classifier and found
to be more efficient [55]. Ice/water classification was achieved
at 100% accuracy and sea ice type classification was achieved at
less accuracy. The analysis reveals similar results from X-band
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X and C-band RADARSAT-2 data, and
slightly different results from the L-band ALOS-2 data.

Evaluation of potential application of FP SAR from C-band
RADARSAT-2 and L-band ALOS-2 imagery for monitoring and
classifying sea ice during dry winter conditions is presented
in [24]. Twelve polarimetric parameters were derived and their
capabilities of discrimination between FYI and Old Ice (OI)
was examined. The Random Forest classification algorithm was
used. Fig. 2 shows the classification results overlaid on the
regional ice chart of 27 April 2015 over Victoria Strait in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago, produced by the Canadian Ice Ser-
vice (CIS). The noticeable observation is the merge of OI floes in
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Fig. 2. Classification results of FYI and Old ice overlaid on sea ice chart
from the CIS for April 29, 2015 over Victoria strait in the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago (CAA). Classification was based on SAR data from FP mode using
(a) RADARSAT-2 and (b) ALOS-2 SAR [24].

the RADARSAT-2 data and their separation in the ALOS-2. This
occurs in an area defined as 100% OI coverage in the ice chart. In
general ice type classification using the fine-resolution SAR data
(regardless of the SAR acquisition mode) reveals unprecedented
details about individual or conglomerated ice floes that cannot
otherwise be identified in the conservative estimates revealed
in operational ice charts. The L-band data was able to identify
MYI floes and separate them from Second Year Ice (SYI). The
same study in [24] showed that the data fusion of FP C-band and
L-band could characterize FYI, SYI, and MYI.

The performance of FP data from the Chinese GF-3 satellite
was investigated in [56] for classification of three types: ice
floes (regardless of the type), open water, and brash ice in the
Arctic Ocean during late spring and summer. PRC parameters
were used in a classification scheme, which employs a residual
convolutional network called MSI-ResNet. More details in dis-
criminating individual sea ice floes are revealed from using PRC
data than the conventional SAR data (comparison was performed
using coincident Sentinel-1A Extra Wide (EW) data). To the
best knowledge of the authors of the present review, the study
in [56] is the only one that compared the performance of sea ice
classification using FP and coincident conventional SAR data.
More studies should use this methodology to further highlight
the SAR-based classification approach.

An attempt to explore the potential of using the relative power
from radar scattering mechanism, derived directly from Yam-
aguchi decomposition of the covariance matrix (see Appendix
B) is presented in [20]. The study shows, for the first time, the
ability of using the PDPs (including the relative weight of the
power from the SB, MB, and DB mechanisms) in discriminating
between the two surfaces of MYI: hummocks and melt pond.
Fig. 3 shows a MYI floe as appears in the seven parameters
identified in the panels. The content of the red box in top-left
panel (SPAN) is enlarged in the rest of the panels. The microlook
of the contents reveals a large area of low SPAN in the middle
of the floe, which is interpreted as frozen melt pond, surrounded

Fig. 3. Multiyear ice floe in the SPAN image (top-left panel), acquired by
RADARSAT-2 FP mode on November 20, 2017 in resolute passage, central
arctic. The red box shows a frozen melt pond ice in dark tone surrounded by
a hummock surface in bright tone. Images of different scattering parameters of
the area marked by the red box are shown. Note the contrast between melt pond
(at the core) and surrounding hummock surfaces in each parameter. Note also
the high DB power around the hummock [20].

by high backscatter around its boundary, interpreted as hum-
mock surface. This is an acceptable interpretation because the
subsurface of a hummock and melt pond ice are bubbly and
nearly-bubble-free, which trigger high and low backscatter, re-
spectively. The PDP parameters: entropy, Ps, Pv , and (Ps/Pv)
from hummock ice are higher than those from melt pond ice.
Those parameters can be used to discriminate between the two
surfaces. Another striking observation from Fig. 3 is the apparent
high DB from the hummock area around the melt pond ice
(though its absolute values still low, around −19 dB). This is
conceivable as hummock and melt pond usually coexist next to
each other, possibly making semi-dihedral configuration.

Most of the studies that investigate polarimetric SAR data for
sea ice information retrieval use PRC parameters from FP mode.
A few studies used PDP parameters and even fewer studies used
the scattering mechanism power subset (part of the PDP). This
subset is expected to be further examined as spaceborne CP data
become more available to users.

Sea ice classification using multifrequency polarimetric SAR
onboard AIRSAR is presented in [57]. The authors used the
SPAN from the AIRSAR C-, L- and P-band to discriminate
between NI, smooth FYI, ridged FYI and MYI. Wishart classifier
for unsupervised classification was used. False color image of
the SPAN from the 3 frequencies was presented and demon-
strated excellent separation between the ice types and surface
feature. Surface and volume scattering power images of the
Freeman-Durden decomposition using C-, L-and P-band data
are presented in [58]. The three frequencies are equally good
for discriminating new ice (NI), FYI and MYI. In [24] a new
potential for discriminating SYI from MYI is shown by com-
bining C- and L-band SAR (from polarimetric RADARSAT-2
and ALOS-2, respectively) in dry ice winter conditions.

B. Ice Surface Features

Sea ice surface features include smooth, rough, deformed, and
melt pond ice cover. While the first three types need SAR data,
melt ponds can be identified better at fine resolution accuracy
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Fig. 4. Total backscatter power (SPAN) image of an area in lancaster sound,
Canadian arctic acquired from RADARSAT-2 quad-pol acquired on 14 Novem-
ber 2017 (left panel), showing a large area of rafted ice marked by the dotted
ellipses (identified in the ice chart by CIS). The double-bounce scattering power
image (pd) is presented in the right panel and shows high pd from one rafted
piece (RADARSAT2 is © of MDA and the image is courtesy of the CIS).

using optical remote sensing or just airborne cameras. Many
methods have been developed to discriminate between ice sur-
face roughness scales using single and dual-channel SAR [59],
[60], [61], [62]. On the other hand, a few studies explored the
potential of using FP SAR for this purpose. A brief account of
the use of FP data is presented here but it suffices to mention
that this work is still in progress with no conclusive results so
far.

Drawing on the use of X- and L-band SAR polarimetry
and interferometry, the study in [63] developed an approach
for roughness-based ice classification (smooth, rough, and de-
formed) when associated with dynamic deformation of FYI. The
interesting part of this study was using the conventional H/α
parameter space from the eigenvector decomposition of the co-
herency matrix (see Appendix B). Surprisingly, the study found
that smooth ice falls into the sector of dominant MB (volume)
scattering while some ridged areas demonstrated strong SB (sur-
face) scattering. This unusual result suggested that H/α feature
space is not suited for in-depth analysis of ice surface roughness.
Wishart classification had to be applied to arrive at optimal
segmentation through maximum likelihood classification. The
study in [64] explored the surface roughness signatures of the
snow-covered first-year sea ice during Arctic summer in X-band
dual-polarimetric SAR in terms of the root mean square (RMS)
height (dual-polarimetric here means the inclusion of the phase
measurement). TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X were used for this
purpose. A total of five PRCs, including copolarization ratio,
copolarization phase difference, and copolarization correlation
coefficients were used. Those parameters showed a statistically
significant correlation with the RMS height of the sea ice (i.e.,
mesoscale surface roughness) but only at mid-incidence angle.
σo
hh and the copolarization phase difference were found to be

most sensitive to the macroscale RMS height of the sea ice.
One form of surface deformation, which is commonly ob-

served in young ice (< 30 cm thick), is rafting. If two thin ice
sheets/floes collide, the thinner sheet may be pushed up on top
of the thicker one. This is how rafting forms and it is visually
identified in nature. It may also be identified in SAR images by
its high backscatter as shown by the marked dotted ellipses in
Fig. 4. The figure shows also the pd image with its relatively high
value (−17 to −20 dB) of the rafted area. The high SPAN and
relatively high pd associated with the rafted ice are explained

Fig. 5. Radar scattering mechanism from rafted ice. The top piece (2) has lost
its dendritic configuration at its bottom surface as it slides on top of the bottom
(thicker) piece (1). The interface between the 2 pieces is filled with highly saline
water or ice. Two scattering mechanisms are shown, SB scattering off top and
bottom surfaces of piece (2), and DB scattering off the dihedral shape of the
raised edge of piece (2).

as follows. The explanation demonstrates how the power from
each scattering mechanism (as opposed to the total scattering
power) can be useful in identifying this ice type.

The ice rafting process is shown in the sketch in Fig. 5. One
piece overrides the other and the content of the layer between
the two pieces is most crucial for explanation of radar scattering
mechanisms. The top piece (2) has originally a dendritic surface
at its bottom but the dendrites are removed when the piece slides
over piece (1). This leaves the layer between the two pieces
filled with sea water or highly saline ice upon freezing. In either
case, it constitutes a strong dielectric mismatch. In [65], the
study presented a one-dimensional thermal consolidation model
for rafted ice. It proposes that rafting is composed of two or
three ice layers separated by thin layers of ocean water, which
freeze within 15 h. Based on this configuration, the SB scattering
mechanism component becomes active not only at the surface
of the top piece but also at the highly scattering layer of the
dielectric mismatch at the interface between the two ice pieces.
That is the reason for the observed high backscatter from rafted
ice. Moreover, a DB component may be triggered by the raised
edges of the rafted pieces (see Fig. 5).

Another ice surface features that can benefit from the polari-
metric SAR data is the melt pond. The progress of SAR from
conventional single-polarization to FP has advanced melt pond
identification methodologies [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71].
In [66], Kim et al. used FP radar scatterometer data from test
sites representing marginal ice zones in the Canadian Arctic.
The copolarization ratio [this is a polarimetric parameter since
it involves the phase measurement as shown in (B-3)] was shown
to identify melt pond formation and fraction. Cross-polarization
backscatter intensity shows potential for discriminating the onset
and duration of freeze up events. The retrieval of MP fraction on
MYI surface in Chukchi Sea has been investigated in [69] using
polarimetric X-band SAR. The study used a rule-based machine
learning approach to identify key polarimetric parameters for
melt pond detection. A total of eight polarimetric parameters:
σo
hh, σo

vv, copolarization ratio, copolarization phase difference,
copolarization correlation coefficient, alpha angle, entropy, and
anisotropy were examined. However, discrimination between
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melt pond and open water was not accurate. The study in [69]
found the most promising parameters to be σo

hh, its standard
deviation, the average of the copolarization phase difference
and the alpha angle are most promising parameters. The study
in [70] retrieved melt pond fraction using polarimetric features
from X-band SAR. Copolarization ratio was found to be the
most promising SAR feature but the retrieval depends on wind
speed and radar incidence angle. Using FP SAR mode from
RADARSAT-2, the use of copolarization parameter for melt
pond retrieval was confirmed in [71]. The authors also showed
the benefit of using the CP mode for melt pond fraction estimate.
Good correlation was found between melt pond fraction and
a few PRC parameters in [67]. The strength of the regression
model was improved when SAR parameters were combined
with texture parameters. It is important to note that all the above-
mentioned studies use PRCs, not PDPs. This is understandable
because the water surface engenders SB scattering mechanism
only, regardless of the surface roughness or whether it is of melt
pond, open lead, or open sea (see Section II).

C. Sea Ice Thickness

Sea ice thickness retrieval from SAR is based on the premise
of rapid desalination from within the ice cover during the early
growth phase. This causes monotonic increase in backscatter
as ice grows [72]. The increase continues until the salinity
stabilizes when the thickness reaches ∼30 cm. Copolarization
ratio from dual frequency (X- and L-band) FP airborne SAR
system was used in [73] to estimate ice thickness. The study
found that this ratio was not sensitive to small scale roughness
and decreased linearly with ice thickness up to 120 cm thick.
However, the relationship over such a wide range of ice thickness
was not confirmed in later studies and the method did not find
wide applications. In [74] the method was improved by the
empirical integral-equation method surface scattering model.
The study in [75] revealed a correlation between polarization
ratio (co- or cross-polarization) and ice thickness (whether
leveled of deformed). It asserted that this ratio could discrimi-
nate between FYI and MYI because of the different scattering
mechanisms. The study used numerical model simulation of
scattering mechanisms to explain their correlations with ice
thickness. In another study [76], the phase difference between
HH- and VV-polarization was found to enhance classification
of thin ice. In [77] Johansson et al. used FP data from X-,
C-, and L-band satellite SAR systems to study the effect of
the growing properties of thin ice on backscatter coefficient
and copolarization ratio but without quantitatively relating the
thickness to those parameters.

The potential use of PDPs for thin ice thickness was exam-
ined in [32] using the FP mode of RADARSAT-2. The authors
developed nonlinear regression equations between thin sea ice
thickness (calculated using an empirical model) on one hand, and
individual PDPs; namely, SPAN,H ,α, pv , and polarization ratio
on the other hand. The premises of this relation is the possible
high MB scattering power triggered by the interaction of the
penetrated radar signal with dendritic surface of the bottom
ice interface, while this interaction fades gradually as the ice

thickens up to 10–15 cm and the radar penetration falls short
of reaching the interface (see Fig. 2). The study in [39] aimed
at exploring the potential interpretation of the four parameters
of Touzi decomposition: αs, φs, ψ, and τm (see Appendix B)
in relation to modeled thermodynamically grown lake and sea
ice. For lake ice, the scattering type magnitude αs reveals a
significant decrease during the initial growth when the ice is
thin (∼ 13.5 cm). For sea ice, αs reveals also a linear decreasing
trend during the early ice growth phase (∼ 30 cm), which is
associated with a drop of bulk salinity. The study found also an
increasing trend of the ψ parameter within the first 20–23 cm
for sea ice before dropping back to zero.

VI. MODELING SCATTERING MECHANISM POWER

FROM SEA ICE

A pioneer study that developed a composite model for po-
larimetric backscattering signature of sea ice is presented in
[78]. The model incorporates typical physical, structural, and
electromagnetic properties of sea ice and their interrelating
processes. It is used to interpret polarimetric signature of various
ice types. Refrozen ice in leads was modeled with a brine skim
layer. Snow-covered FYI was modeled considering scattering
from snow with spheroidal ice crystals and ellipsoidal brine
inclusions. Scattering from MYI accounted for hummocks with
surface tilting effects and composite rough interface.

The work in [79] examined the utility of a three-component
scattering model to discriminate between snow-covered smooth,
rough, and deformed FYI. At 29° incidence angle, the model
shows the dominance of surface scattering from smooth, tough,
and deformed FYI (77.3%, 66.0%, and 61.1%, respectively).
Volume scattering is found to be the second dominant mech-
anism for the same three types (19.1%, 32.2%, and 37.4%, re-
spectively). It is generated from snow layers with enlarged snow
grains. The double-bounce scattering contribution is much lower
for all three types. Relative fractions of the power from the three
scattering mechanisms decreases with increasing incidence an-
gle and surface roughness. In [80] Zhang et al. used a three-
component scattering model to decompose polarimetric SAR
data of sea ice. Backscatter was modeled as incoherent sum-
mation of SB, MB, and DB scattering mechanisms plus residual
component (a measure of scattering contributions not accounted
for). The model was used to validate scattering mechanism
power from FYI in the Bohai Sea, obtained from RADARSAT-2
FP mode. Results show that the dominant scattering mechanism
is SB, which means that the backscatter is mainly engendered by
smooth or moderately rough surface. The study also showed that
volume scattering increased with increasing penetration depth
and increasing brine cells. In [58], Scheuchi et al. discussed the
scattering decomposition models of polarimetric SAR sea ice
data and their role in the ice classification. The scattering models
were found to be useful in interpreting the sea ice classes. Surface
scattering was found to be the dominant for seasonal ice types.

VII. SAR COMPACT POLARIMETRY

Applications of CP data for sea ice monitoring are on the
rise since this mode has been incorporated in the Canadian
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RCM, which has been declared operational on December 19,
2019. Even before that date, several studies were launched using
simulated data from RADARSAT-2 FP mode to demonstrate
the operational advantages of this mode for sea ice. Most of
the studies address the potential use of CP data for sea ice
classification with only a few studies addressed retrieval of sea
ice thickness. Once again, most of those studies were based on
simulated CP SAR data [36], [37], [81] and only a few studies
used real CP SAR imagery from RISAT-1 [11], [38].

A first attempt to explore the best CP parameters for ice
classification has been presented in [13]. Dabboor and Geldset-
zer applied a maximum likelihood classification approach using
different combinations of CP parameters and determined the best
combination based on the classification error. A few CP parame-
ters, particularly the circular cross-polarization ratio and volume
scattering of the m–χ and m–δ decompositions outperformed
the conventional linear polarization parameters. Simulated CP
data from RADARSAT-2 were used in [81] within a scheme of
support vector machine (SVM) to classify ice types. The study
concluded that best classification results were obtained using all
derived CP features for the SVM labeling. In [82], Zhang et al.
assessed simulated CP data and recommended a few parameters
for sea ice detection and classification. Response from 22 CP pa-
rameters to modeled thin sea ice thickness under thermodynamic
growth were examined in [26]. Only 14 CP parameters were
visually identified to be sensitive to ice thickness. The absolute
correlation of the identified 14 parameters was found to be >
0.75. The m–χ decomposition parameters (see Table I) achieved
the highest absolute correlation (∼ 0.95). The study provided
indications that the orthogonal backscattering coefficients σo

hh,
σo
vv, and σo

hv might be sufficient for estimation of thin sea ice
thickness.

In [11], the study evaluated, for the first time, the potential
of spaceborne CP data in retrieval of sea ice parameters in
Fram Strait and northeast Greenland. Espeseth et al. used 13
CP features obtained from the SAR onboard Radar Imaging
Satellite (RISAT-1) in September 2015 and the results indicated
a similar separability between the sea ice types using simulated
CP data from RADARSAT-2. The best features that separate
FYI, MYI, and open water are the intensity coefficients from
the right-hand circular transmit, the linear horizontal receive
channel and the right-hand circular on both the transmit and the
receive channel. RISAT-1 was declared nonoperational in March
2017 after 5 years in orbit. RISAT-1A, a follow-up on RISAT-1,
was launched in February 2022 but no sea ice applications of
the data have been published yet.

The study in [83] presented an interesting attempt to retrieve
sea ice thickness from CP data, simulated from the RADARSAT
FP mode. They introduced a parameter, called CP ratio, which
was found to be exponentially correlated with the sea ice thick-
ness in addition to the dielectric constant of sea ice, ice surface
roughness, and radar incidence angle. The parameter is defined
in terms of element of the coherency matrix. Understandably,
only level ice was considered in the study. Fig. 6 shows that
negative trend of the CP ratio to the ice thickness, with higher
sensitivity, as expected, in the thin ice range up to, say, 40 cm.
The relation extends to 2.2 m ice thickness is an interesting and

Fig. 6. Exponential regression relating sea ice thickness to the CP ratio. The
black, green, and red lines are exponential fits for incidence angles 29°, 42°, and
49°. Shaded areas represent the 90% confidence intervals (adapted from [83]).

promising aspect though it needs sensitivity analysis, physical
interpretation, and a proof of robustness of application.

VIII. OPERATIONAL USE OF POLARIMETRIC SAR IN

SEA ICE MONITORING

Operational use of SAR for sea ice type and surface feature
mapping relies on visual analysis of imagery data as no digital
method has been developed to fulfill the accuracy, robustness,
and the short turnaround time needed for the operational envi-
ronment. Operational sea ice monitoring is geared toward using
a color scheme for interpretation of CP data, now available from
the RCM system. First attempts of using polarimetric SAR data
in visual image schemes to map sea ice have been developed
recently. A color composite with RGB representing three CP
parameters: CPSeaIceDepol, CPSeaIceDelta, and CPSeaIceRco, re-
spectively, was developed in [37]. The first parameter empha-
sizes sea ice types that have multiple surface scattering and/or
a strong volume scattering (e.g., MYI). The second emphasizes
sea ice types that exhibit phase difference between RV and RH
scattering (e.g., thin ice). The third emphasizes ice types that
exhibit polarization diversity such as early-stage types (includ-
ing FYI) and FYI with ponds. In [20] another color composite
scheme, called Scat-SeaIce, was developed. It integrated three
FP parameters from the PDP set: SPAN, Pv/Ps, and entropy in
an RGB color scheme, respectively. An example of the SPAN
image and the two schemes is shown Fig. 7. It is clear in the
SPAN image that the scene encompasses mostly FYI (moderate
grey tone), MYI (high grey tone at the right side), and thin/new
ice (dark tone). Those ice types appear in reddish, pinkish,
and blueish colors, respectively, in the Scat-SeaIce composite
scheme. Less color variety appears in the CPSeaIce scheme.

In general, polarimetric SAR parameters (including power
from scattering mechanisms) are triggered by several factors
from snow-covered sea ice. Some of those factors became known
through the numerous studies on backscatter from sea ice cover
under different surface, age, and meteorological conditions.
However, the factors affecting the polarimetric parameters (espe-
cially the PDPs) are still being explored in research studies. Both
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Fig. 7. RADARSAT-2 FP scene of resolute bay acquired on 14 October 2017
(top left), the color composite scheme CPSeaIce is shown in the top right panel
and the color composite scheme Scat-SeaIce is shown in the bottom right panel.
NI, GI, GWI, SYI, and MYI stand for new ice, grey ice, grey-white ice, second-
year ice, and multiyear ice, respectively. Ice types are identified in the CIS ice
daily ice charts.

research and operational use of polarimetric data will benefit
from links established between those parameters and ice prop-
erties (including surface features). Those links can be identified
using coincident data from satellite/airborne FP or CP systems
or a ground-based scatterometer system as demonstrated in [84].

However, even if more useful links are established and proved
to enhance the operational sea ice mapping, it seems that an-
cillary data will continue to be indispensable during the SAR
image interpretation for resolving ambiguities and achieving the
required operational accuracy and robustness.

IX. CONCLUSION

Polarimetric SAR observations available from FP or CP sys-
tems offer parameters which fully describe the polarization char-
acteristics of the scattered signal from the observed surface. In
addition, these extra observations still include the intensity and
phase of the scattered signal as well as the power from the three
scattering mechanisms; single-, double-, and multiple-bounce.
Those parameters can be utilized to retrieve more accurate and
robust information about snow-covered sea ice. Research for
using polarimetric parameters in retrieving sea ice and snow
information has been motivated by the operational use of those
parameters to improve the operational sea ice monitoring. There
is potential for switching to CP data for this purpose but this
depends on proper training of ice analysts on visual interpre-
tation of the CP parameters. This review introduces a brief
theoretical background of the FP and CP SAR systems with their
key derived parameters, and highlights their uses in retrieving
conventional sea ice information such as ice types and thickness
as well as new retrievals such as identification of new ice,
ice ridging/rafting and discrimination between hummock and
depression surfaces of MYI. A focus is placed on using the power
from radar scattering mechanisms to retrieve new information,
which cannot be retrieved from conventional SAR backscatter
data. More potential applications are yet to evolve as the data

Fig. 8. Propagation of the electric field in an EM wave in linearly-polarized
pattern (left), elliptically polarized pattern (middle) and circularly polarized
pattern (right).

from the operational spaceborne CP mode are being evaluated
and tested. To support this potential, it is recommended to
acquire coincident in situ measurements of snow and ice physical
properties and link them to the new polarimetric parameters.

APPENDIX

A. Polarization of Radar Signal

SAR transmits polarized pulses, which means that as the
electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates the electric field has a
predictable alignment. The alignment is defined according to the
track of the tip of the electric field of the wave when projected on
a plane perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation
(see Fig. 8). There are three categories of the predicted pattern of
the wave propagation: linear, elliptic, and circular. In the linearly
polarized EM wave, the propagation continues in the same plane,
hence traces a line in the perpendicular plane. While the line can
be at any angle, it is always at 0° (horizontal) or 90° (vertical) in
the current operational SAR systems. In the elliptically polarized
and circularly polarized EM, the path traces an ellipse and a
circle, respectively. The linearly- and circularly polarized waves
are special cases of the elliptically polarized wave. The EM
wave can be fully polarized, partially polarized, or unpolarized.
In classical literature, the polarization state of the EM wave is
expressed by a vector known as Stokes vector [85]. The degree
of polarization can be derived from this vector.

B. Formulation of Parameters Derived From FP SAR
Observations

The scattering matrix [S] is the elementary observation of
the SAR FP mode at each pixel. It is an array of four complex
elements that describe the transformation of the polarization
of an incident wave pulse Ei on a reflective medium to the
polarization of the backscattered wave Es [17][

Es
h

Es
v

]
= [S]

[
Ei

h

Ei
v

]
=

[
Shh Shv

Svh Svv

] [
Ei

h

Ei
v

]
(B− 1)

where E is the electric field intensity, superscripts i and s
denote the transmitted and the scattered signal, respectively,
and subscripts h and v refer to horizontal and vertical linear
polarizations, respectively. Elements of this matrix are complex
quantities, which combine the intensity and the phase of the
recorded signal.

Two sets of parameters can be derived to describe the po-
larimetric behavior of the ground cover, i.e., a noncoherent
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surface. The first, which is referred to as polarimetric ratios
and coherence (PRC), is derived directly from elements of the
scattering matrix. The second, known as polarimetric decompo-
sition parameters (PDP) is derived from second-order matrices,
obtained from vectors composed of elements of the scattering
matrix. The PDPs are indirect or direct expressions of the power
from the scattering mechanisms (see Section II). If associated
with a dominant mechanism, a ground cover can be uniquely
identified using parameters from this set.

1) PRC Parameters: The PRC set includes the total power
(SPAN ), the copolarization and cross-polarization ratios
(Rhh/vv, Rhh/hv , and Rvv/hv), the depolarization correlation
coefficient Rdepol (this is the ratio of the cross-pol to multiplica-
tion of both co-pol channels), the copolarization phase difference
φhh−vv, and the copolarization correlation coefficient rhh−vv .
Mathematical expressions are as follows:

SPAN = 〈ShhS
∗
hh〉+ 〈SvvS

∗
vv〉+ 2 〈ShvS

∗
hv〉 (B− 2)

Rhh/vv =
〈ShhS

∗
hh〉

〈SvvS∗
vv〉

(B− 3)

Rhh/hv =
〈ShhS

∗
hh〉

〈ShvS∗
hv〉

(B− 4)

Rdepol =
〈SvhS

∗
hv〉√〈SvvS∗

vv〉 〈ShhS∗
hh〉

(B− 5)

φhh−vv = tan−1

[
Im 〈ShhS

∗
vv〉

Re 〈ShhS∗
vv〉

]
(B− 6)

rhh−vv =

∣∣∣∣∣
〈ShhS

∗
vv〉√〈ShhS∗

hh〉 〈SvvS∗
vv〉

∣∣∣∣∣ (B− 7)

where Re and Im are the real and imaginary components of the
complex number, 〈�〉 denotes the ensemble average over a few
of neighboring pixels, ∗ denotes complex conjugate, and |�|
is modulus of complex number. High cross-polarization ratio
and the depolarization correlation coefficients are indicators of
the multiple (random) scattering mechanism, which depolarizes
the scattered signal. φhh−vv around 180° indicates ideal odd-
bounce scattering from a smooth surface, while 0° indicates
ideal double-bounce scattering from a dihedral-like landscape
structure.

2) PDP Parameters: The PDPs are obtained from decom-
position of matrices derived from the scattering matrix. Three
decomposition methods are presented in the following and
have been used in sea ice applications. The first is derived
from the eigen decomposition of the coherency matric (B-11),
which is a purely mathematical-based decomposition, known
as Cloude–Pottier decomposition. It provides proxy indicators
of the relative power of the three scattering mechanisms. The
second is model-based decomposition such as the Yamaguchi
decomposition, which is based on the covariance matrix decom-
position. This decomposition offers the absolute power of each
scattering mechanism within the total power (SPAN). The third,
known as Touzi decomposition, is based on a scattering vector
model for the representation of coherent target scattering based
on the projection of the Kennaugh–Huynen scattering matrix

con-diagonalization into the Pauli basis. Details are given as
follows.

The coherency and covariance matrices are second-order
statistics based on vectorization of the scattering matrix. Two
scattering vectors can be derived from [S], the lexicological and
the Pauli [16]. Assuming the reciprocity condition which implies
Shv = Svh , the lexicological scattering vector can take the form

KL = [Shh, Svv, 2Shv]
T (B− 8)

where the superscriptT denotes the vector transpose. An ensem-
ble average of the complex product of the lexicological scattering
vector KL with its complex conjugate transpose K∗T

L leads to a
second-order matrix known as polarimetric covariance matrix
[C]. This is a second-order matrix that takes the following form
[16]:

[C] =
〈
KL.K

∗T
L

〉
. (B− 9)

On the other hand, the Pauli vector KP is defined as follows:

KP =
1√
2
[(Shh + Svv) , (Shh − Svv), 2 Shv]

T . (B− 10)

An ensemble average of the complex product of Kp with its
complex conjugate transposeK∗T

p leads to another second-order
matrix called polarimetric coherency matrix [T], which takes the
form

[T] =
〈
KpK

∗T
p

〉
. (B− 11)

The sum of the diagonal elements of [C] or [T] represents
the SPAN parameter. The eigen decomposition of [T], known as
Cloude–Pottier decomposition [25], takes the form

[T] = [U] [Λ] [U]∗T = [U]

⎡
⎣ λ1 0 0

0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

⎤
⎦ [U]∗T (B− 12)

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0 are the real eigenvalues and [U] is
the unitary matrix, whose columns correspond to the orthogo-
nal eigenvectors of [T]. Three PDPs can be derived from the
eigenvalues; the entropy (H), anisotropy (A), and alpha-angle
(α)

H = −
3∑

i = 1

Pilog3Pi (B− 13)

where Pi = λi /
3∑

i = 1

λi.

A =
λ2 − λ3

λ2 + λ3
(B− 14)

α =

3∑
i = 1

Piαi. (B− 15)

The entropy (0 ≤ H ≤ 1) is an indicator of the number of
effective scattering mechanisms in the observed backscatter.
When H is low, only one deterministic mechanism is expected,
either SB or DB. High values of H indicate strong random
scattering (i.e., MB mechanism). For medium values of H , A
should be examined (since λ2 > λ3, then 0≤A≤ 1). Low values
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of A mean two comparable secondary mechanisms and high
values mean one significant secondary mechanism. Note that if
both λ2 and λ3 are very small, the resulting anisotropy can be
just noise. The values ofα fall between 0° and 90°. Value close to
zero indicate domination of the SB scattering while values close
to 90° indicate significant DB scattering mechanism. Values
between 40° and 50° indicate dipole MB (random) scattering
mechanism. If H is very low, α is needed to determine whether
the dominant mechanism is SB or DB. All of the PDPs offer
information on the relative (not absolute) power from the three
scattering mechanisms. They are indicators of the number, the
type(s), and relative weight of the scattering mechanisms.

The absolute power of each scattering mechanism can be
revealed using model-based decomposition methods, such as
the Yamaguchi decomposition parameters [86]. This is a four-
component model-based polarimetric decomposition, which is
an extension of the three-component Freeman–Durden decom-
position [87]. It is based on modeling the covariance matrix [C]
into four scattering matrices corresponding to surface (single)
scattering, double-bounce scattering, multiple (random or vol-
ume) scattering, and helix scattering mechanisms. The powers
are denoted by the four subscripts s, d, v, and c, respectively, as
shown in the following equation:

[C] = fs[C]s + fd[C]d + fv[C]v + fc[C]c (B− 16)

where f is the weight (coefficient) of the relevant mechanism.
Only the first three components are used for sea ice applications.
The last one is more suitable for urban applications. The power
derived from the coefficients are denotedPs,Pd, andPv (surface,
double, and volume, respectively). The ratio Pv/Ps is used in
this review as an indicator that identifies ice types/surfaces which
return comparable volume and surface scattering.

In its incoherent form, Touzi decomposition [88] allows for
the representation of the coherency matrix as the incoherent
sum of three coherency matrices [T ]i (i = 12,3) representing
three different single scatterers, weighted by its positive real
eigenvalue [ηi]

[T ] =
∑

i = 12,3

ηi[T ]i. (B− 17)

Four unique roll-invariant target parameters can be derived
from the Touzi decomposition. They describe the target orien-
tation angle (ψi), the target helicity (τmi

), the scattering type
magnitude (αsi ), and the scattering type phase (φsi)

αs =
∑

i = 12,3

λiαsi (B− 18)

φs =
∑

i = 12,3

λiφsi (B− 19)

ψ =
∑

i = 12,3

λiψi, (B− 20)

τm =
∑

i = 12,3

λiτmi
(B− 21)

where λi = ηi/(η1 + η2 + η3) .

TABLE I
COMPACT POLARIMETRIC (CP) PARAMETERS

The αs parameter represents the magnitude of the symmetric
scattering type and varies within the interval [0, 90°]. The φs
parameter, ranging between [−90°, 90°] represents the phase of
the symmetric scattering type. It is equal to the phase difference
between HH and VV but only for very low HV component. The
ψ parameter ranging between [−90°, 90°] determines the target
orientation angle about the radar line of sight. The helicity τm
is used for identifying the symmetric nature of the radar target
and varies between −45° and 45°.

C. Formation of Parameters Derived From CP SAR
Observations

Assuming a transmitting right circular signal (R) and co-
herently receiving linear (horizontal and vertical) signals, the
complex CP products SRH and SRV can be given as follows:

SRH =
1√
2
(SHH − iSHV ) (C− 1)

SRV =
1√
2
(SV H − iSV V ) . (C− 2)

The complex RH and RV scattering elements are converted
to Stokes vector, which can then be speckle filtered and used for
the extraction of the CP parameters shown in Table B2. Detailed
information about calculations of these parameters is presented
in [13]. It should be noted that aspects of target decomposition
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theory for use with CP radar data were developed in [89] by
making link between fully FP and CP systems. The authors
showed that, under certain assumptions, CP data can be used to
estimate the rotation invariant alpha angle of FP systems, which
can then be used for polarimetric classification and physical
parameter estimation.
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